under embeddability. In recent years the original definition of bqo formulated by Nash-Williams, which has a strong combinatorial flavor, has been substituted by an equivalent definition, formulated originally by Simpson in [22] , which uses Borel maps and allows the use of many powerful tools from descriptive set theory in bqo theory. This new approach has spurred a new wealth of results, e.g., see [7] . In this paper we will use Nash-Williams' original definition because it lends itself nicely to the fine analysis of the notion of bqo we are pursuing.
In [15] Pouzet proved the basic result that Q is bqo if and only if Q, the set of all countable transfinite sequences of elements of Q quasi-ordered by embeddability, is wqo (indeed the need for Q to be wqo is what led NashWilliams to the definition of bqo). In the same paper Pouzet defined the notion of a-wqo for a countable ordinal a. This notion, which is most interesting when a is an indecomposable ordinal (i.e., a = cofl for some fl), is a natural approximation of the notion of bqo: Q is bqo if and only if it is a -wqo for all countable a. Moreover a -wqo coincides with wqo. Section 1 contains the definition of a -wqo and some basic technical results which will be used in the following sections.
Reference [15] contains a proof that if Q'a (the subset of Q consisting of sequences of length less than a) is wqo then Q is a -wqo. The converse of this result was stated by Pouzet but no proof of it ever appeared: we will prove it as Theorem 2.8. The proof of Theorem 2.8 leads to a proof of Nash-Williams' theorem "if Q is bqo then Q is bqo" which is more effective than the usual ones which make use of the so-called minimal bad array lemma. In particular our proof can be formalized in the subsystem of second order arithmetic HI -CAO (see [9] for details on this formalization), while the classical proof appears to require the stronger system II2 -CAo . Shore [21 ] has proved that Nash-Williams' theorem (even restricted to the special case where Q is a singleton) implies (over the weak base system RCAo ) the (properly weaker than HI -CAo ) system ATRo and we conjecture that our proof can indeed be carried out in ATRo, thereby establishing the exact logical strength of this basic result of bqo theory. Some partial results towards establishing this conjecture are contained in [9] . Reference [3] contains a proof in ATR0 of Nash-Williams' theorem but unfortunately that proof is incorrect, as Clote himself has acknowledged (personal communication). For general background on the various subsystems of second order arithmetic mentioned above see, e.g., [23] .
The examples given by Pouzet to show that the notions of a -wqo and a' -wqo are distinct when a :$ a' are indecomposable, are unfortunately incorrect, and we replace them in ?3: it appears that finding an explicit and uniform definition (analogous to the one originally proposed by Pouzet) for these examples is hopeless, and thus we resort to a different technique, which is based on a new result obtained by Pouzet [17] that links quasi-ordering to arbitrary binary relations and is proved in ? 1. The results of ??2 and 3 together show that Q bqo is not equivalent to Q'< wqo for any countable a. In ?4 we give an alternative but equivalent definition of the notion of a -wqo by substituting Nash-Williams' barriers with the smooth barriers defined in ?3, which have some nice additional properties. Obviously this substitution leads also to an alternative definition of the notion of bqo that could simplify the proofs of some results of bqo theory.
In ?5 we show that the notion of bqo is indeed more complex than that of wqo by proving that the set of indices for recursive bqos is complete HI (the corresponding set for wqo is clearly HI ). This was conjectured by Clote in [3].
It is possible that this set will play for Ill a role analogous to that played by the set of indices for recursive well-orderings for Ill , namely that to prove that a set is complete III it will be natural to reduce to it the set of recursive bqos. Similar results are obtained for the set of all bqos on N (viewed as a subset of the Cantor space 2w). The proof uses some of the techniques introduced in ?? 1, 3, and 4 and in particular Pouzet's theorem and the concept of smooth barrier. t are finite sequences we write s E t if s is an initial segment of t, i.e., if lh(s) < lh(t) and Vi < lh(s) s(i) = t(i). We write s C t if the range of s is a subset of the range of t, i.e., if Vi < lh(s) 3j < lh(t) s(i) = t(j). s c t and s c t have the obvious meanings and we extend these notations also to the case where t is an infinite sequence (i.e., a function with domain N).
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND TECHNICAL RESULTS

Notation
We write s^t for the concatenation of s and t, i.e., the sequence u such that lh(u) = lh If n E N we write 2n (resp. ,n) for the set of all sequences of 2<0 (resp. co'@) of length n and [X]n for the set of all elements of [X]<' of cardinality n.
Definition. If B is a subset of [N]<' we denote by base(B) the set { n 1S E B 3i < lh(s) s(i) = n }.
The following definitions are basic for bqo theory and were first given by Nash-Williams in [ we say that R is a better relation. If R is a quasi-ordering, i.e., it is reflexive and transitive, the above notions are denoted a-wqo and bqo and are the main object of study in this paper. If a = co we write just well-relation and wqo.
In light of Lemma 1.2 (and of the fact that every barrier is a block) the definition of a -well relation could be given using maps which have as domain a block instead of a barrier (indeed this was Nash-Williams' first definition of bqo, but soon he found out that barriers were more convenient than blocks). In ?4 we will show that we can further restrict ourselves to a particular kind of barriers (the smooth barriers defined in ?3) in giving these definitions.
Obviously if ,B < a and R is an a -well relation then R is also a /3-well relation.
Notice that for linear orderings the notions of wqo and bqo coincide with that of well-ordering. Lemma 1.6. Let a be a countable ordinal and R and R' be two a -well relations on the same set Q. Then the relation S = R n R' (i.e., the relation such that q S q' holds if and only if both q R q' and q R' q' hold) is also an a -well relation. Proof. Let Proof. We define a sequence of bad maps fn such that fo = f and fn+l < fnIf this sequence is finite then its last element is locally minimal bad; otherwise we will define a bad map ft) such that for all n ft <' fn and this map will be locally minimal bad. For every n we denote the barrier dom(fn) by Bn .
Suppose fn has been defined: if fn is locally minimal bad the sequence terminates. Otherwise there exists a bad gn : Cn -+ Q such that gn <' fn . We pick gn so that the number kn = min{ k s 3s E Cn (gn (s) 
(I) If s E An then also t E An and gn(s) l gn(t) implies fn+I (s) j fn+I (t) -(2) If s ? A, and t ? A, then fn(s) ~ fn(t) implies f+ I(s) $ f,+I(t) (3) If s ? A, and t E A, then g,(t) <' f,(t) and hence g,(t) -f,(t) On the other hand fn(s) ~ fn(t) and hence fn(s) l gn(t); that is, fn+ I (S) ; fn+ I (t) -
This proves the claim. The following result is due to Pouzet [17, Theorem 7] and allows us to shift from a binary relation which is a -well to a quasi-ordering which is a -wqo. Therefore whenever we need to find a quasi-ordering having certain properties with respect to the notion of a -wqo it suffices to find a (not necessarily transitive) binary relation having the same properties with respect to the notion of a -well relation. The possibility of studying arbitrary binary relations in place of quasi-orderings in bqo theory was mentioned by Shelah in the introduction of [20] , but to our knowledge has never been developed. 
Now
E B" such that s < t, f'(s) R f'(t) and #(f'(s)) < #(f'(t)).
Since h(s) ? h(t) we then have that Vi < #(f'(s))(qj < f'(s) -* qi < f'(t)).
Hence the second condition in the definition of -< is satisfied and f'(s) < f'(t) holds. Therefore f' is good, a contradiction. ol Corollary 1.9. Let R be a reflexive binary relation on a countable set Q. There exists a partial ordering < C R of the set Q which is uniformly primitive recursive in Q and R and is a bqo if and only if R is a better relation.
Proof. Immediate from the theorem. 0
Notice that the only use of the fact that our enumeration of Q is in order type co in the proof of Theorem 1.8 is to guarantee that h(s) e [Q]<O. If we can enumerate Q as {qa}a<,, for some (possibly uncountable) ordinal 11 in a way such that for every a < ,B the set { a' < a I q>, R q}, I is finite, the proof works as well and we get a partial ordering -compatible with {ql4 in the sense that qa, < q,' implies a < a' (obviously in this case -is primitive recursive also in this enumeration).
Pouzet [17] has constructed binary relations on uncountable sets for which Theorem 1.8 fails but has shown that corollary 1.9 holds also in the uncountable case. (a) we have a(f) Q a'(f(,B)) . 
E Dk and fk(7rl(S)) E Q<'o let n = lh(fk(7rl(s))). Let fk+?(S) = fk(7ro(s))[n + 1] (so that lh(fk+I(s)) = n + 1). We claim that with this definition fk+l is bad. To see this suppose s, t E Bk+1 and s a t. We need to distinguish four different cases: (1) If s, t E Ck then fk+I(s) = fk(s) % fk(t) = fk+I(t) . (2) If s E Ck and t E Dk then s < iro(t) and hence fk(s) % fk(7ro(t))
Moreover fk+1 (t) < fk (7ro(t)) and therefore fk+I (s) = fk (S) % fk+1 (t). (3) If s E Dk and t E Ck we have ir I(s) = t and hence in defining fk+I (S) we use condition (3). Therefore lh(fk+1(s)) > lh(fk(t)) = lh(fk+l(t)) and we necessarily have fk+I((S) fk+I(t). (4) If s, t E Dk we have xr l(s) = 7ro(t) and hence fk+I (s) is defined using condition (2). Therefore if fk(lro(t)) = En Tn for every m we have that fk+I (s) i En<m Tr . On the other hand it is clear that for some m fk+1 (t) < Zn<m Tn : these two facts imply fk+I (S) $ fk+1 (t) .
This completes the proof of the claim and our construction of the sequence of bad maps. Proof. By Cantor's normal form theorem for ordinals it suffices to prove the lemma for a such that Ih(a) = ct < a . We prove this by induction on f, . The lemma is obvious when f, = 0. Given a with lh(c) = c() > 1 we can write a = E>n a where for each n we have lh(an) < cwel . By the induction hypothesis every an can be written as the concatenation of finitely many elements of X and hence we can assume that for every n we have an E X.
Notice that if X E [N]W and for every k we define Sk(X) to be the unique sequence such that Sk(X) E Bk and sk(X) r X, we have either Sk(X) E Ck or lh(fk+I(Sk+I(X))) <lh(fk(Sk(X))).
Now let us define
We claim that there exists m such that Vn > m 3n' > n a, < a,,'. Indeed if this is not the case we have Vm 3n > m Vn' > n an , an, and it is easy to extract from (an) a bad subsequence, against the fact that X<, is wqo.
The claim we just proved shows that for some m the sequence (an)n>m is quasi-monotonic and hence Zn>m ' is cofw -wqo. A rough estimate on ,u  is given by 4u(a, ,8) < f, * (a + 1) 
a -WQOs WHICH ARE NOT BQOS
This section is devoted to the construction of partial orderings which show that the notions of a -wqo for different indecomposable a are all distinct, i.e., that if ,B < a are countable indecomposable ordinals there exists a partial ordering which is ,3 -wqo but not a -wqo (the quasi-orderings defined to this end in [15] are incorrect for a > WW) . This shows also that for no countable a the notion of a -wqo is equivalent to that of bqo. Combining this result with Theorem 2.8 we obtain also that for every countable indecomposable a there exists a partial ordering Q such that Q<a is wqo but Q is not wqo.
If Q is a quasi-ordering which is not a -wqo but is ,B-wqo for every B < a we can use the bad map showing that Q is not a -wqo to define a quasi-ordering on a barrier B of order type a which lies in the complement of < (in B x B)
and is /3 -wqo for every ,B < a. In light of Theorem 1.8 it suffices to find a binary relation with these properties and hence it is enough to show that the complement of < on a barrier B of order type a is a ,3 -well relation for every f < a. It is clear that some barriers do not have this property (if B has a subbarrier of smaller order type the property fails), but we will show that barriers satisfying an additional condition have this property.
For notational convenience throughout this section we assume that all the blocks B we consider are such that base(B) = N. This is not restrictive since every block B is isomorphic to a block with base N via the increasing enumeration of base(B).
Definition. A set C C [N]<' is smooth if for all s, s' E C such that lh(s) < lh(s') there exists i < lh(s) such that s(i) < s'(i).
Notice that the elements of a smooth set are incomparable under c. Therefore every smooth block is a barrier and if C is a smooth set and s, s' E C are such that s < s' then lh(s) < lh(s') .
The following alternative characterization of smoothness may give a more intuitive feeling for this concept: suppose the elements of C are incomparable under E and define a partial function (C : If the conclusion fails, for any s' E B' there exists g(s') E B such that  s' E g(s'). The map g: B' -+ B clearly preserves the lexicographic order and   shows o. t.(B') < o. t.(B) . n A map which is bad with respect to the negation of < is a map f which preserves <, i.e., such that s < t implies f(s) < f(t). The following lemma about these maps will be useful also in ?5. Therefore t = to = to, tk <4k, and for every i < k ti < ti+I and t' < t'1. Suppose that lh(f(t)) > k so that f(t)(k) exists: since f preserves < and C is smooth (insuring that all the sequences involved are long enough) we have 
ALTERNATIVE DEFINITIONS OF a -WQO
Corollary 3.5 shows that smooth barriers have some nice properties that other barriers may not satisfy. It is natural to ask whether there are "enough" smooth barriers so that the definition of a -wqo (and hence also of bqo) can be modified to deal only with maps with domain a smooth barrier. This is indeed the case and will be proved in this section. We will also give another definition of a -wqo by measuring barriers and blocks not by their order type but by their height.
Even if we will not state this explicitly all these arguments apply also to the definition of a -well relation. In this section we study the complexity of the notion of better-quasi-ordering using techniques and concepts from recursion theory and descriptive set theory and in particular we establish the position of bqo in the analytical hierarchy. For background on these subjects see [18] and [11] .
(i). Since s' E T*(B) there exists t' E T(B) such that t'?<s'. If t = t'[lh(s) + 1] we have t E T(B) and t<<s,s'(lh(s))), that is s-(s'(lh(s))) E T*(B)
Definition. Let 7 = { e I e is an index for a recursive bqo } and B = {Q E 21 Q is a code for a bqo on N.
An immediate Tarski-Kuratowski computation shows that R is a FIl subset of N and B is a (lightface) nI subset of the Cantor space 20. We will show that R is complete 11, i.e., that for every r12 set P C N there exists a primitive recursive function f: N -F N such that Vn(n E P < f(n) E 50).
This implies that 9 is not ?4. We will also show that B is complete fl1, i.e., that for every ni set P C cow there exists a recursive functional (i.e., a continuous function with a recursive code) F: cow 20 such that VX(X E P <-+ F(X) E B). This implies that B is not X2 and also that B is a complete (boldface) Hi set. This latest completeness means that the previous property holds for all (not necessarily recursively coded) HI subsets of cow if we allow F to be an arbitrary continuous function.
All these results will follow from the following lemma. 
Let us write F(t) = (G(t), H(t)). The badness of F means that whenever t, t' E B are such that t <i t' we have (1) G(t) c G(t') and (2) H(t) < H(t').
From (1) it follows that for some f E 20 we have Vt E B G(t) E f (this is because, if <* is the transitive closure of <, for any t, t' E B there exists u E B such that t <* u and t' <* u) . By the sublemma rng(H) C Proof. For every n E N let gn E coWW be the function such that for every i gn(i) = n. Let P C N be a Hi set: define P C co' so that Vn(n E P *+ gn E P). This can be done in such a way that P is fl1. For every n E N let Rgn be the reflexive binary relation given by Lemma 5.1 and let j<n C Rgn be the partial ordering given by Corollary 1.9. Then j,n is uniformly primitive recursive in g, and there is a primitive recursive function f such that f(n) is an index for En . Then Vn E N(n E P ( , f(n) e ) and the proof is complete. 5 Theorem 5.3. IB is complete FII.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 1.9. a
